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1. 
This invention relates to new and useful in 

provements in a collar holder having adjustably 
mounted clamp members. 
This is a substitute for my abandoned appli 

cation, filed on May 2, 1944, Serial Number 
536,443. 
More specifically, the invention is characterized 

by the construction of an initialled collar holder 
characterized by having a tubular center piece 
and two initial carrying collar clamping mem 
bers, at least one of which is removable from the 
tubular centerpiece, 

... A further object of this invention is to provide 
a collar holder as aforesaid in which both clamp 
ing members are removable from the center piece. 

Still further it is proposed to provide a collar 
holder as aforesaid characterized by the clamping 
members being connectable with the center piece 
by a bayonet connection. 

Still further, the invention has for an object 
the construction of collar clamping members in 
the center piece member and securing at least 
one clamping member therein by tits on one of 
the members fitting in Sockets on the other of 
said members. w 

Still another object is to provide a collar holder 
as aforesaid adjustable in length. 
For further comprehension of the invention, 

and of the objects and advantages thereof, refer 
ence will be had to the following description and 
accompanying drawings, and to the appended 
claims in which the various novel features of the 
invention are more particularly set forth. 

In the accompanying drawings forming a mate 
rial part of this disclosure: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a collar holder 
constructed in accordance with this invention. 

Fig. 2 is an elevation of one collar clamping 
member before it is associated with the rest of 
the holder. - 

Fig. 3 is an inverted plan view of the member 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 is an inverted plan of the holder center 
piece and a collar clamping member permanently 
secured thereto, 

Fig. 5 is an inverted perspective view of a col 
lar holder center piece constructed in accordance 
with a modification of this invention. 

Fig. 6 is an inverted perspective view of a por 
tion of a collar clamping member adapted to be i 
associated with the center piece shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6A is a perspective view of a collar holder 
embodying the center piece shown in Fig. 5 and 
two clamp members in accordance with that 
shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view, partly 
in section, of a collar holder center piece con 
structed in accordance with a further modifica 
tion of this invention. 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a portion of a 

... 2 Claims. (C. 24-8) 
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collar clamping means adapted to be associated 
with the centerpiece shown in Fig. 7. 

Fig. 9 is a side elevation of a collar clamping 
member constructed in accordance with still an 
other modification of this invention. 

Fig. 10 is a perspective view of a collar holder 
centerpiece constructed in accordance with a 
further modification of this invention. 

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a portion of a 
collar clamping member adapted to be associated 
with the center piece of Fig. 10. 
The collar holder according to the first form 

of the invention shown in Figs, 1 to 4, includes 
a hollow rectangular center piece and two co 
lar clanping members and f2 connected to the 
center piece. Center piece, O is formed of thin 
sheet metal bent into shape and having its seam 
3 at the bottom. If desired it may be made of 
seamless tubular stock. 
- Members and 2 are similar in construction, 
Each includes a top Substantially straight bar f4. 
The bars 4 have initials 5 secured to the Outer 
ends thereof by welding or soldering. Each bar 
4 continues into a bottom curved bar 6 ending 

in a loop 7 disposed adjacent but in slightly 
spaced relation from the bar 4 beneath the in 
itial 5 secured thereto. One of the members 
or f2 may be permanently secured in the center 
piece O or both may be removably secured 
therein. 
The hollow interior of the center pin O is sub 

stantially rectangular in cross section. Bars f4 
and 6 are secured together at their ends dis 
posed in the center piece, as by welding or solder 
ing. The Secured ends of the bars 4 and 6 form 
a portion 8 rectangular in cross section and of 
a size to frictionally fit into the center piece 0. 
The complete holder, as shown in Fig. 1 is adapted 

() 
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to bridge two parts of a shirt collar behind the 
knot of a necktie in a well known manner. 
The collar holder is, as aforedescribed, formed 

of at least two separate parts. For instance, one 
part may be the member and the other part 
may be the center piece O and the member 2 
permanently Secured thereto. The reason for so 
constructing the holder is so that combinations 
of initials may be easily secured without delay by 
a clerk of a store selling the holder to a customer. 
That is to say, if a person whose initials are N-B 
wishes to buy the collar holder of the present in 
Vention with his initials...thereon, the clerk, who 
has a large number of members similar to mem 
ber with initials thereon from A-Z, need only 
choose one with the initial N and similarly choose 
a center piece 0 with a member 2 having per 
manently secured thereto the initial B and put 

60 

them together by disposing the portion 8 of 
member in the center piece to be thereby able 
to immediately supply his customer with the col 
lar holder with the initials on it without delay. 
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While it is contemplated that the portion 8 
will fit with a squeeze fit in the center piece so 
that it will be secured therein, if desired the 
center piece may be squeezed with a pair of pliers 
to firmly grip the portion 8, the slot (3 permit 
ting this without deforming the center-piece. If 
both members f l and 2 are separate from the 
center piece (), each may be assembled therewith 
in the aforedescribed manner. 
In the modification of the invention shown in 

Figs. 5, 6 and 6A, the construction of-the-collar 
holder is similar to that previously described 
except that the end portions 8 of the clamp 
members ' and 2"...are rounded and each has 
a bayonet joint pin 9 secured in the bottom 

is face thereof. The center piece O’ is cylindrical 
and is provided with two series of bayonet joint 
sockets 20 opening into the open seam 3". This 

' provides means for positively securing the collar 
clamping members f' and 2' to the centerpiece: 
0' and also means for selectively adjusting the 

i length of the collar holder. If desired, the 
sockets 20 need only be supplied on-one side of 
the center piece, the collar clamping member at 
the other side being permanently secured to the 
center piece. In other respects, the collar holder 
of Figs. 5 and 6 is similar to the collarholder of 

'''Figs. 1-4. w 
In the modification of the invention shown in 

Figs. "7-8, the construction of the collar holder 
is similar to the collar holder of Figs. 1-4 except 
that the center piece O’ is provided with an 

'initial 5' representing the middle initial of a 
person's name and therefore it is contemplated 
that both collar clamping members will be re. 
movably associated with the centerpiece (0'. 
However, if the initial 5 is omitted, then one 
clamping member can be permanently secured 
to the centerpiece. Furthermore the sidewalls 
of the center piece O’’ are provided with two 
series of recesses 2 adapted to coact with tits 
22 formed on the collar clamping member '' 

* (Fig. 8) for adjustably positively securing the 
collar clamping member in the centerpiece. 

In Fig. 9 a collar clamping member f' is 
shown formed of one piece of metal bent into 
shape. In other respects it is similar to the collar 
clamping member f. 
In the modification of the 'invention shown in 

Figs. 10 and 11, the construction of the collar 
holder is similar to the collar holder of Figs. 1-4 
except that the center piece O' is seamless and 
has two tits 23 formed in its upper, and lower 
faces for coaction - with Serrated grooves 24 
formed in the upper and lowerfaces of the mem. 

is bert ' ' whereby member ' ', may be ad 
justably secured in the centerpiece. The other 

* collar clamping member will similarly be se 
cured in the center piece. 

It is to be understood that the initials 5,5’, 
etc., may also be interchangeably placed on their 
corresponding bars 4. 
While I have illustrated and described the pre 

ferred embodiments of my invention, it is to be 
understood that I do not limit myself to the 
precise constructions herein disclosed and the 
right is reserved to all changes and modifications 
oming within the scope of the invention as de 
hed in the appended: claims. 

“Having thus described my invention, what I 
claim as new, and desire to secure by: United 

i-States Letters Patent is: 

4. 
1. In a collar holder having a tubular center 

'... piece and 'separate collar clamping members, 
said clamping members having end portions slid 
ably and turnably extended into the ends of the 

; center piece, means for adjustably removably 
- attaching the -collar clamping members to the 
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tubular center piece, the tubular center piece 
being formed in one face along its length with a 

"seam which opens to the ends of the tubular piece, 
the tubular center piece being formed adjacent 

*r its ends with spaced sets of spaced slots in the 
it material thereof to one side of said seam, and a 

pin projecting from one end of each of the collar 
“clamping members, said slots being in communi 
cation with said seam, whereby the ends of the 
clamping members carrying said pins may be slid 
into the ends of the center piece with said pins 
sliding in said Seam until said pins reach a posi 

*ition aligned with a desired slot of each set of said 
slots after which the clamping members can be 
given a slight turn relative to the centerpiece 

... in a direction to cause the pins to enter the 
: slots with which they were aligned securing the 
clamping members to the center piece. 

2. In a collar holder having a tubular center 
piece and separate collar clamping members, said 
clamping members having end portions slidably 
and turnably extended into the ends of the cen 

* ter piece, means for adjustably removably at 
taching the collar clamping members to the tubul 

"...lar center piece; the tubular centerpiece being 
formed in one face along its length with a seam 
'-which opens to the ends of the tubular piece, the 
tubular center piece being formed adjacent its 
ends with spaced sets of spaced slots in the 

imaterial thereof to One side of said seam, and 
a pin projecting from one end of each of 'the 

5 

... collar.'clamping members, said slots being in Com 
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munication with said seam, whereby the ends 
of the clamping members carrying said pins may 

": be slid into the ends of the center piece with 
Said pins sliding in Said seam until said pins 
reach a position aligned with a desired slot of 
each set of said slots after which the clamping 
members can be given a slight turn relative to 
the center piece in a direction to cause the pins 

* to enter the slots with which they were aligned 
Securing the clamping members to the center 
piece, each of said slots being a bayonet slot 
having an offset end extended parallel to said 
Sean, said offset ends of the bayonet slots of 
each Set of slots being directed toward the ad 
jacent end of the center piece, whereby the 
clamping members may be slid longitudinally 

5 outward relative to the center piece to cause the 
pins to enter the offset ends of the bayonet slots 
after the clamping members have been turned 
relative to the center piece. 

. . . . . - LEONARD K. BERGER. 
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